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Part I

What is climate change and how long have we 
known about its dangers?





Climate Change – How it works

• Sun radiates light and heat to the earth, most of which normally gets radiated back through the 
atmosphere to space so that the earth's temperature and climate remain stable.

• Burning fuels for transportation and to generate electricity that are based on fossilized plants and 
animals releases the carbon stored in those fossils.

• That carbon, in the form of CO2-methane-NOx, is normally absorbed on earth by trees and bodies of 
water (oceans and lakes) aka carbon-sinks.

• Once the carbon-sinks on earth are saturated, the carbon rises into the atmosphere and forms a 
blanket which lets heat from the sun pass through but traps-in heat reflected by the earth. The earth --
air, soil, and water -- warms as a result of the trapped heat and the climate that nurtured human 
evolution and societies changes and becomes hot/turbulent/unstable.

• Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has not been this high for 2 million years. Neanderthals appeared 
about 200,000 years ago.  Current atmospheric carbon will remain in place for hundreds to 
thousands of years.





Climate Warming Milestones

• 1900 – Human production of carbon was known to raise atmosphere temp – thought warming would 
take 1,000s of years

• 1960 – Edward Teller, Manhattan Project physicist, predicted C02 would have radical impact on climate 
by 2000, melt ice caps and submerge NYC

• 1970 – first attempt at international cooperation UN Stockholm Conference on Human Environment –
under US Pres. R.M. Nixon

• 1988 – James Hansen's Congressional testimony.[23] The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), set up in 1988 to provide formal advice to the world's governments, spurred interdisciplinary 
research, formerly Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies 

• 1990 – Toronto Conf -- human produced CO2 "represents a major threat to international security” –
world must reduce emissions by 20% before 2005

• 1990, 1995, 2001, 2007, 2014, 2021 IPCC climate assessments each with progressively stronger 
warnings

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intergovernmental_Panel_on_Climate_Change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interdisciplinarity


Part II

Climate events in 2021



Major Weather Impacts – 2021
Events more extreme - lasting longer - more frequent

• Fires, smoke pollution, droughts, floods, mud slides, heat waves, freezing temperatures, 
torrential rain, species extinction, tree disease from migrating insects.

• 130 degrees in Death Valley
• Up to 20% of world’s ancient and majestic redwood trees burned in CA
• 25 inches of rain in 24 hours in SE Washington
• Snowstorms in West Virginia that stranded Amtrak and cars on the interstate for 24 hours
• $145 billion damage annually in US (NOAA)
• Success is not going back to what it was, we must keep it from getting worse, e.g., there 

will never be a cooler summer in LA



Why Catastrophe?
Tipping points, uncontrollable chain reactions, vicious cycles

Burning fossil fuels produces carbon which creates a blanket over the atmosphere which traps heat : 

After the tipping point the retained heat creates more heat on its own, even if carbon emissions have 
been reduced to zero 

• Heat causes drought and forest fires which release more CO2 which adds to the blanket which 
increases heat

• Heat causes Antarctica permafrost to melt which releases methane stored in the ice which adds to the 
blanket which creates more heat

• Sea ice reflects heat but melts into open sea which absorbs heat which melts more ice -- and raises sea 
level 

• There are at least 15 of these self-perpetuating cycles





Personal Impacts

• Age 50 to 60 today and planning to retire between 2030 and 2045 – discomfort, high 
prices

• Millennials, age 25 to 40 today, high income inequality with more personal and 
property crimes, water shortages (fewer long hot showers), food shortages (peanut 
butter, coffee, salmon, wine, maple syrup, mussels, bananas) long and extreme heat 
waves reducing outdoor activities, insect carried diseases

• Children, a grandchild or family with a new-born whose age will be 50 to 70 by 2090; 
life will be “nasty, brutish and short.” They will need to adjust to economic and 
political turbulence with periods of chaos



Part III

Policy responses in 2021



2021 Policy Responses 

• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
• Environmental suicide 
• Code red for humanity

• Conference of Parties 26 (COPs) in Glasgow 
• Paris commitments not close to being kept (2030 target 1.5 – 1.7 degrees C) 
• Glasgow commitments too weak to matter
• We’re out of time

• Warming Metrics (1950 6 billion, 1990 22 billion, today 36 billion tons)
• Business As Usual (BAU) 51.5 billion tons of CO2 annually 
• Reduction to 12.5 billion tons by 2030 required to stay below 1.5 degrees C
• 2 degrees C makes life difficult, 3 degrees nearly impossible, >5 uninhabitable



Part IV

Possible scenarios



Scenarios to Avoid
(From Warming More than 2 degrees)

• Armed conflict over food and water

• Social and economic instability, likely periods of chaos
• Inland heat migrant seeking the coast, coastal migrants fleeing the sea rise

• 216 million internal migrants from 2030 to 2050; 50 million international migrants overwhelming our borders
• Losing their land, jobs, homes and access to food

• Deforestation for commercial/housing/agriculture/cash crops turns a carbon sink into a carbon source

• Sea rise that will affect every coastal region in particular during tsunamis such as from the Tonga volcano; 
doomsday ice field makes it a certainty
• 10 feet of rise plus high tides and storm surges; see Manhattan Beach Dune Restoration Project

• Jet stream could lead to NE being covered in ice for much of the year

• Extreme heat making workers and land less productive
• National economies will lose hundreds of billions to trillions of GNP $

• Current arc will take globe to 3+ degrees C by 2100 at which point the ecosystem in which humans evolved will 
collapse, much of the earth will become uninhabitable  



Scenarios to Pursue
(To Ensure Warming Never Exceeds 2 Degrees)

• Reduce vehicle inventory – SB Local Use Vehicles replace 200,000 cars by 2030 
• Solar panels on roof of every government building and housing rooftops
• Municipal fleets 100% electric
• New developments provide ZE mobility options -- State returns land use controls 

to local governments in order to ensure carbon reduction practices
• Universal telework -- state incentivize large employers to provide a work-station 

within 3 miles of home 



Part V

The path forward



What must be done is well known

• Stop burning gasoline and other fossil fuels for transportation by transitioning the 
passenger and freight fleets to electric drive

• Stop burning fossil fuels to generate electricity by transitioning to renewable sources 
like solar, wind, hydroelectric and geothermal; reduce demand for electricity by more 
active transportation and small battery local use vehicles

Barriers

• Time and leadership -- not technology or money

• Institutional Business As Usual (BAU) caused by bureaucratic silos

• Unwillingness to innovate -- the previously unthinkable must be implemented quickly



What you can do as city leaders

Ensure every policy and initiative contributes to reducing carbon emissions
• Review your city Climate Action Plan, what has been implemented, speed-up what remains, increase commitments. 

Typical Contents
• GHG Emissions Overview • Inventories • Existing Sustainability Efforts • Land Use and Transportation • Energy 

Efficiency •  Solid Waste • Energy Generation and Storage • Urban Greening • Implementation and Monitoring. 

• Review SBCCOG CAP and lead your city to adopt key elements e.g. designate neighborhood centers

• Maximize SBFN use with extensions to commercial districts and residential 
neighborhoods plus SB Access Centers and new institutional practices so that 90% 
of the traffic consists of local use vehicles (LUVs)
• No more Business as Usual – think of what has never been done, take your city into new practices
• Use space in Terraces Mall on Western as a distance education classroom or multi-gov service center
• Hold large zoom meetings in idle city council chambers for BCHD and AARP classes for seniors
• Commit to a remote work force for as many as possible for as often as possible – target 3 times per week
• Implement city elements of the Local Use Vehicle ecosystem (especially LTN, parking and public education) 



Part VI

Questions



What are examples of institutional BAU and what are 
change options

• Caltrans: Shorten time from NOFA to NTP down from 12 months to 3

• Align incentives with climate goals , e.g, gas tax VS VMT for road maintenance
• Metro:  suspend planning activities for major infrastructure that will not be 

built for 10 years or more – divert funds to building high quality broadband 
networks to homes, businesses and anchor institutions throughout the County
• CA legislature’s e-bike voucher program (AB 117) introduced Dec, 2020, passed 

July, 2021 and not be implemented by CARB until Dec, 2022 – 2 years 


